ABOUT FILMS ON THE CANAL WALK:
Films on the Canal Walk is a free film screening taking place on September 16 during James River Week, organized by the James River Advisory Council, James River Outdoor Coalition, James River Association & Venture Richmond. The event will be completely virtual for 2020 to allow for the safest viewing conditions.

FILM SUBMISSIONS (DEADLINE: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 2020):
Filmmakers are encouraged to submit original films to be reviewed and considered for screening by event organizers.

FILMS SHOULD FEATURE AT LEAST ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THEMES:
- James River
- Conservation
- Environmental Justice
- Parks & Public Spaces
- Outdoor Recreation
- Wildlife & Ecosystems
- Aesthetics

THE FINE PRINT: Filmmakers may submit more than one original film. By submitting a film, each filmmaker represents the film submitted is original work that does not infringe on the copyright or intellectual property rights of another party, and each filmmaker agrees to indemnify Films on the Canal Walk and its organizers from all liability arising from any alleged infringement in this regard. All forms of footage, including audio, video, and photos, not produced by the filmmaker(s) must be credited to the original producer. Entries containing immoral, defamatory, obscene or any other inappropriate content will be deemed ineligible at the discretion of the Films on the Canal Walk organizers. Films on the Canal Walk is not responsible for entries that are not received (properly), for any technical problems associated with entries, or for lost, late, or misdirected entries. The filmmaker(s) retains ownership rights to the submitted film and grants the organizers of Films on the Canal Walk permission to screen the film and recognize the filmmaker(s) during the event.

Please submit films and any questions to Justin Doyle of the James River Association via email at jdoyle@thejamesriver.org or mail films to:
Films on the Canal Walk
c/o James River Association
211 Rocketts Way, Suite 200
Richmond, VA 23231